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Sassi, M., 2010. . Spatial Approach to Territorial Convergence Across the EU-15 Regions and the Common Agricultural Policy. *Research Topics in Agricultural and Applied Economics, 1*, p.114. [https://books.google.co.uk/books?hl=en&lr=&id=oUAxGETbYdYC&oi=fnd&pg=PA114&ots=_melnpkrXU&sig=R_wpaxxTaX7SzL06Vw4BiMf0R3c#v=onepage&q&f=false](https://books.google.co.uk/books?hl=en&lr=&id=oUAxGETbYdYC&oi=fnd&pg=PA114&ots=_melnpkrXU&sig=R_wpaxxTaX7SzL06Vw4BiMf0R3c#v=onepage&q&f=false)


Lagona, M.C., Geographical Equity of the EU’s Agricultural Subsidies in Belgium.
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Chen, J., Qu, M., Zhang, J., Xie, E., Zhao, Y. and Huang, B., Improving the spatial prediction accuracy of soil alkaline hydrolyzable nitrogen using geographically weighted principal component analysis-geographically weighted regression kriging (GWPCA-GWRK). *Soil Science Society of America Journal.* [https://doi.org/10.1002/saj2.20189](https://doi.org/10.1002/saj2.20189)


**Archaeology:**


**Cartography and Geovisualization:**


http://eprints.undip.ac.id/58237/


http://www.agocg.ac.uk/sosci/casestudies/brunsdon/brunsdon.pdf

Foley, P. and Demšar, U., Towards Using Geovisual Analytics to Interpret the Output of Geographically Weighted Discriminant Analysis.

http://eprints.maynoothuniversity.ie/5863/
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Community:
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Crime:

http://geography.uwo.ca/research/the_great_lakes_geographer/docs/Volume%2011/2_Malcz_etal.pdf

https://bmjopen.bmj.com/content/8/2/e018437.abstract

https://www.mdpi.com/2076-0760/8/2/50

https://www.mdpi.com/2220-9964/8/1/51

https://www.mdpi.com/2220-9964/7/3/101


[https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-94-017-8757-4_8](https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-94-017-8757-4_8)

[https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/02732173.2014.857184](https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/02732173.2014.857184)


[https://shsu-ir.tdl.org/handle/20.500.11875/2359](https://shsu-ir.tdl.org/handle/20.500.11875/2359)


[https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10661-017-6445-x](https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10661-017-6445-x)

[https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0047287518797197?casa_token=FhNGQ7EurlQAAAAA:s_dZ1xOBJjf8aMn2H9WeqvdoLiN7FWrBHjOF1UlilhTmKHIptOc7ypJP0K9RnKzkEeJC19XJ8ewDt](https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0047287518797197?casa_token=FhNGQ7EurlQAAAAA:s_dZ1xOBJjf8aMn2H9WeqvdoLiN7FWrBHjOF1UlilhTmKHIptOc7ypJP0K9RnKzkEeJC19XJ8ewDt)


[https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-981-10-2772-7_15](https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-981-10-2772-7_15)


Nezami, S. and Khoramshahi, E., 2016, June. Spatial modeling of crime by using of GWR method. In *Geodetic Congress (Geomatics), Baltic* (pp. 222-227). IEEE.


https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-94-017-8757-4_12

https://web.a.ebscohost.com/abstract?direct=true&profile=ehost&scope=site&authtype=crawler&jrn=18104045&asa=Y&AN=97376999&h=VDAkyV3HOjHrPORkkejLNTiUgZ%2bHXV5EMY9vx%2b%2fmPVK42%fGyRcULTw94%2faJ3aBso6hbTvMqixVpmLFeUdtaQ%3d%3d&crl=c&resultNs=AdminWebAuth&resultLocal=ErrCrlNotAuth&crlhashurl=login.aspx%3fdirect%3dtrue%26profile%3dhost%26scope%3dsite%26authtype%3dcrawler%26jrn%3d18104045%26asa%3dY%26AN%3d97376999

Xiaobing, Y.A.N., Spatial non-stationarity of the factors affecting crime rate at province scale in China. *PROGRESS IN GEOGRAPHY, 32*(7), pp.1159-1166.


https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-1-4419-5647-7_8

https://www.hindawi.com/journals/jad/2013/356152/abs/
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**DEM:**


https://doi.org/10.1016/j.scitotenv.2021.147140


http://www.spatial-accuracy.org/system/files/img-X03141139_0.pdf


https://doi.org/10.1111/gwat.13041
Demographics:

https://muse.jhu.edu/article/361732/summary?casa_token=wvZtNIg6krIAAAAA:9wVqva33nL
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https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-43329-5_21


https://search.proquest.com/openview/47746d0e68f252ea4e7a2ea5c8f6dd96/1?pq-origsite=gscholar&cbl=29482
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https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.2747/1548-1603.41.3.187

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/22797254.2018.1459209

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/10485252.2018.1499907


https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00049182.2018.1508542


https://doi.org/10.1080/24694452.2020.1785271


Dialect:


Economics:


https://oaktrust.library.tamu.edu/handle/1969.1/151672


http://dergipark.gov.tr/fsecon/issue/31372/334741


https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/journal-of-agricultural-and-applied-economics/article/an-application-of-spatial-poisson-models-to-manufacturing-investment-location-analysis/CC7D5ABEF2DD19A8D2E87435D0BD8E1D


https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s101090200081


https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00130095.2018.1526074

https://www.mdpi.com/2220-9964/7/1/17


https://akademiai.com/doi/abs/10.1556/032.2017.67.2.1


https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/08985626.2016.1255432


Chaowu, X.I.E. and Jun, Z.H.A.N.G., 2015. Spatial Characteristics and Influential Factors of Tourism Emergencies in China using Casualty Scales as an Indicator. *Tourism Tribune/Lvyou Xuekan*, 30(1). https://web.a.ebscohost.com/abstract?direct=true&profile=ehost&scope=site&authtype=crawler &jrnl=10025006&AN=100357611&h=LYPmrQ8j%2Bjhz6Kt9SMhVhrqQldOwVaszoF5dQYgFsqN2ZJ3KwcmnhIOBkJ5xmo%2bfvRacnXP1VCZ%2fntcOrWFQ%3d%3d&crl=c&resultNs =AdminWebAuth&resultLocal=ErrCrlNotAuth&crllhashurl=login.aspx%3dtrue%26profile%3dhost%26scope%3dsite%26authtype%3dcrawler%26jrnl%3d10025006%26AN%3d100357611


Pede, V.O., Sparks, A.H. and McKinley, J.D., 2012, February. Regional income inequality and economic growth: a spatial econometrics analysis for provinces in the Philippines. In *56th AARES Annual Conference, Fremantle, Western Australia*. [https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Adam_Sparks2/publication/254385756_Regional_Income_Inequality_and_Economic_Growth_A_Spatial_Econometrics_Analysis_for_Provinces_in_the_Philippines/links/02e7e5387e6784356a000000.pdf](https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Adam_Sparks2/publication/254385756_Regional_Income_Inequality_and_Economic_Growth_A_Spatial_Econometrics_Analysis_for_Provinces_in_the_Philippines/links/02e7e5387e6784356a000000.pdf)

https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/82515248.pdf


http://matematicas.unex.es/~idelpuerto/WEB_EYSM/Articles/at_robert_breitenecker_art.pdf


https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-642-12156-2_4

https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/gradschool_dissertations/1626/


Regional Science Policy & Practice, 2(2), pp.97-120.


Cheng, S. and Li, H., 2011. Spatially varying relationships of new firm formation in the United States. *Regional Studies, 45*(6), pp.773-789. https://rsa.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00343401003713415?casa_token=lZuQgAc2ULsAAAAA:PUDrWEaAMpjIPxZ08nZkeQpf05pkDnhmz_RXLlBSa6WxaJ6p7sBsKDijXZr5iTaALC9Tpylr1so0_.XAMj8ehKi00

Breitenecker, R.J. and Harms, R., 2010. Dealing with spatial heterogeneity in entrepreneurship research. *Organizational Research Methods, 13*(1), pp.176-191. https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1094428109338871?casa_token=L5o-4CgNwssAAAAAA%3AWUXuLWMcnPfE4CWU74NrnHZgURuOGGeri0BiCSPmVRRxscVE0Q_cPkQArfLS379JaH57lo3N5Xmm


https://doi.org/10.1111/jors.12458


https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijinfomgt.2020.102072


https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolecon.2019.05.025

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cities.2019.01.015

https://doi.org/10.1080/13547860.2018.1503765


**Ecosystem:**


through a Geographically, U.C.E. and Model, W.A., 2004. 11 Places and Relationships in Ecological Inference. Ecological Inference, p.245. https://books.google.co.uk/books?hl=en&lr=&id=g0G4Gx_kx6gC&oi=fnd&pg=PA245&ots=NH4zEQ9HJJ&sig=F5zKtE2mYHZ88lsF1FT1tUVyrls#v=onepage&q&ampf=false


Sawut, R., Kasim, N., Abliz, A., Hu, L., Yalkun, A., Maihemuti, B. and Qingdong, S., 2018. Possibility of optimized indices for the assessment of heavy metal contents in soil around an


https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/13658816.2018.1471607?casa_token=RD3gO4LuqcAAAAA:KFg96XA6VxlxGxHTJT0cqtDBFEq5uiPGVes3uwKHNbqADM5RwTKUMzu8efFbbOg50_Sk2SCTXACv


https://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/tcsae/tcsae/2016/00000032/00000021/art00035


https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/gradschool_dissertations/4306/


https://web.b.ebscohost.com/abstract?direct=true&profile=ehost&scope=site&authtype=crawler &jrnldid=10019332&AN=103434098&h=8timnkf8ygT5eG8acUdHg7dEVs25mR8otSqPTiC7rCW I08D7futmzLlVbl2hDLa9t7LgBfWrWd%2bFdBVZoU6xw%3d%3d&crl=c&resultNs=Admin WebAuth&resultLocal=ErrCrlNotAuth&crlhashurl=login.aspx%3fdirect%3dtrue%26profile%3d ehost%26scope%3dsite%26authtype%3dcrawler%26jrnldid%3d10019332%26AN%3d103434098


https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10661-014-3801-y

https://www.mdpi.com/2220-9964/4/2/783

https://dl.sciencesocieties.org/publications/sssaj/abstracts/78/5/1765


Gagliasso, D., 2012. Evaluating the accuracy of imputed forest biomass estimates at the project level. https://ir.library.oregonstate.edu/concern/graduate_thesis_or_dissertations/qv33s030v


https://doi.org/10.18494/SAM.2019.2300

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ecoleng.2019.05.001


https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolind.2020.106681

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolind.2020.106680

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolind.2020.106654

https://doi.org/10.1111/geb.12999

https://doi.org/10.1111/ddi.12927


https://doi.org/10.1016/j.landurbplan.2020.103904

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.apgeog.2019.02.009

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolind.2019.105985

https://doi.org/10.3390/rs11232750

https://doi.org/10.3390/rs11040414


https://doi.org/10.1016/j.scitotenv.2019.135005

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolind.2019.05.052

https://doi.org/10.3390/rs12071134


https://doi.org/10.1002/ldr.3494

https://doi.org/10.3390/su12041600


https://doi.org/10.1002/rse2.89


https://doi.org/10.1111/ele.13433

https://doi.org/10.1111/geb.12974

https://doi.org/10.1111/nph.16447


**Education:**


https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00045608.2010.518020?casa_token=dWG0I76mW-IAAAAA:MRT6Vo4W2O39FBBSZeGSevKfCDpLB-Vji97SOrChZRftvQvYORR4RJGJ6meGr09lXhwePWtQva

Sage, J.L., When All Miles Are Not the Same: Spatial Non-Stationarity Impacts of Educational Travel Time Requirements.

http://www.agecon.purdue.edu/sea_2010/Sessions/When%20All%20Miles%20Are%20Not%20the%20Same.pdf


https://doi.org/10.1016/j.apgeog.2019.03.009


https://doi.org/10.1080/16549716.2020.1785737


https://doi.org/10.1177/0013124517747036

**Energy:**


http://www.scielo.br/scielo.php?pid=S1678-69712010000400008&script=sci_arttext


https://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/10/5/1511/htm


Environment:


http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1755-1315/199/2/022009/meta

https://journals.vgtu.lt/index.php/JEELM/article/view/5378


https://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/asprs/pers/2018/00000084/00000012/art00011

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/03650340.2016.1249475


Yu, W., Liu, Y., Ma, Z. and Bi, J., 2017. Improving satellite-based PM 2.5 estimates in China using Gaussian processes modeling in a Bayesian hierarchical setting. *Scientific reports, 7*(1), p.7048. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-017-07478-0


Lim-Wawde, K., KAUFFMAN, R.J., Kam, T.S. and Dawson, G.S., 2017. Location matters: Geospatial policy analytics over time for household hazardous waste collection in California. https://ink.library.smu.edu.sg/sis_research/3686/


combined geophysical-statistical method with information from satellites, models, and monitors. *Environmental science & technology*, 50(7), pp.3762-3772.  
[https://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.est.5b05833](https://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.est.5b05833)

[https://digital.lib.washington.edu/researchworks/handle/1773/22568](https://digital.lib.washington.edu/researchworks/handle/1773/22568)

[https://www.e3sconferences.org/articles/e3sconf/abs/2013/01/e3sconf_ichm13_35007/e3sconf_ichm13_35007.html](https://www.e3sconferences.org/articles/e3sconf/abs/2013/01/e3sconf_ichm13_35007/e3sconf_ichm13_35007.html)
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[https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.2747/1548-1603.45.1.47?casa_token=9icN1o3KYm0AAAAA:NDYobrw7MNBEzKPTP5JIQf6xTH1nzSU NPugKnS7StAA4eICW3c72enSl07pOY42VucNRoh1QuaD](https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.2747/1548-1603.45.1.47?casa_token=9icN1o3KYm0AAAAA:NDYobrw7MNBEzKPTP5JIQf6xTH1nzSU NPugKnS7StAA4eICW3c72enSl07pOY42VucNRoh1QuaD)

[https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1111/j.1467-8306.2005.00459.x?casa_token=rai8EL9LutAAAAAA:Twc3RnRU3o-gcxIR_7DKf4_i9Xn0l2EVbeD2Nho12bCxOf6nCRJ-R5sIFpx7V0PvMETO2atpQn7Z](https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1111/j.1467-8306.2005.00459.x?casa_token=rai8EL9LutAAAAAA:Twc3RnRU3o-gcxIR_7DKf4_i9Xn0l2EVbeD2Nho12bCxOf6nCRJ-R5sIFpx7V0PvMETO2atpQn7Z)
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https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-66092-9_8

https://dl.sciencesocieties.org/publications/jeq/abstracts/47/4/718?access=0&view=article
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Couloigner, I., Bertazzon, S., Underwood, F., Johnson, M. and Van Ryswyk, K., Spatial Modelling of Air Pollutants in the City of Calgary and Surrounding Areas.  
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/1c52/ddbd725aa65d47b189bc20051b77066f5a3b.pdf

https://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/abs/10.1175/WCAS-D-15-0070.1

https://www.mdpi.com/2072-4292/9/6/620/htm

https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/s11205-017-1819-6.pdf


https://www.mdpi.com/2220-9964/6/10/308
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https://www.mdpi.com/2073-4441/8/6/266/html
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